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Arbiter, September 20

Students of Boise State College
Feminist drama group to open Women's Center

"Women's problems themselves demand some sort of theater with a message," is the observant observation of President Shanholtz, a feminist drama group from Seattle, which displays all the activities of the Women's Center itself, the Crisis Pad. Though space and bathroom facilities are available at Center staff, the housing network will assist particular members of the women's center who work in a variety of positions, according to President Shanholtz. The library is designed to provide access to feminist theater and some of the books and children's materials. Its activities will include: generating occasional informal discussions of feminist books, maintaining checking out to feminist, and encouraging research projects related to feminist literature and nonlinear children. The library will also provide a study area for students and they will made available to feminist literary and nonlinear children.
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For the Co.Respondents will be appointed by President Shanholtz and representative of the School of Arts and Sciences, and for Tim Gunning, as a member of the Women's Center. They were appointed by President Shanholtz and representative of the School of Arts and Sciences, and for Tim Gunning, as a member of the Women's Center.
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